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The and and Bill
2005 Is and to a My

only the for roll In ss.51-52, which I
to be the the Bill I not be

and the Act 1918 roll
as are.

My to put to the on
(JSCEM) at its Inquiry the 2001 Election (its

73) and I of the opinions then. A copy is as A. 1
would call the Committee's to Ray's at the JSCEM's

on 2 October 2002 at p.EMl 89; for the Committee's a of
is as Attachment B. Finally I would call the Committee's to

the JSCEM's of my in its on inquiry (para.2.167) and its
conclusion the provision be (paras.2.174-2.175); for
the Committee's convenience, of the relevant of the 2001 Election
Inquiry are as C. I am of course the JSCEM its
Inquiry into the 2004 Election the previous Committee's

and to an early view, but I believe the majority in
so and the which applied in 1983 and were in the

CEA 1918 are still valid.

If, for any it be to a of the
at an of time prior to the closing of the roll,

is the which the Joint Select Committee on Electoral had
originally which the previous Special Minister of implicitly

recently, could be no objection to a course. The be
to preserve an invariable 1983 a statutory
1984 onwards, and thereby the of Australian to vote

of them on rights.
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The has for the to its
that "the for an on the day the is and

for the for an at 6.00pm
on the day the writ", by a

in 1997 in Its ...
(p. 14) and in 2000 in its .:. the 1998

- (p. 15). It the for a of 7
In roll :

In the first the on a
e.g. the 1996 "This was

following the 1983 the the day the
called," (p. 14) it one the box
of 1983 The "the called"
be

In fact the set in 1983 did no had
previously Taking just the 7

prior to the 1983 the set out is the
and the is the writs

and the
1966 (p.1613);
1969 Parliament in May; by August polling day

be 15/10; this was by the on
1972 10/10/1972 (p.2295); 2/11/1972
1974 10/04/1974 (p. 1359);
1975 11/11/1975 (p.2929) the was that the House would be dissolved
as as be 17/11 /1975 (SA & WA 21 /11/1975)
197727/10/1977 (p.2477); 10/11/1977

As, for the Australian Office's Annual Report for 1980-81
clear: "The election, by the in on 11
was conducted on the following the issue of writs dose of polls) on 19

1980 ..." (p.7). Prior to 1983 was a of days,
usually m ore 7, the of polling day and the close of rolls
at on the day the

When this did not in 1983, the Joint Select Committee on Electoral Reform
wrote: "The Committee the closing of the rolls immediately an
election is announced as occitired in February 1983. is not in the of

democracy. The that a statutory minimum period
should be provided before the rolls are an election is announced. The
Committee 45 be to provide the
Governor-general shall, by proclamation, the intention of dissolution and
the in the at 7 the issue of
the writs and therefore the closing of the rolls;" (p. 110) The Joint Select Committee's
point about parliamentary democracy remains just as valid today.
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to get into

the 1993 the in the
2 by tbe 1990

of 23,000 and 1993 of new
mid that to had "not

case", the "would be (pp.34-35).
as and the Office,

not that in the
and "huge" "enormous", or

like "thousands" and of thousands" that are on this
On the in the 1998 tbe in

the to the that 80,000
be that 200,000

would be left at non-current by

There is an in the on the for
as it that is a vast, to

very of false 7 that
be to or a - if that is

the to do.

Finally, a number of in procedures now in would
a and by

Uniformity

It is highly desirable that Commonwealth and resemble
as much as If the to a

for enrolment activities, as I they will will that this
is for for Commonwealth too. In 1973

(13/03/1973, p.478), the previous Minister for the Interior, the late Ralph Hunt,
why the Coalition had for the

enfranchisement of 18-20-year-olds in 1968, said: "The most
in any is it be and fair and that the
in the to is to be be

is, I a to
by or the and the I that if

had by the
the joint roll resulted." It as if

by the to young
that be a to the 1973

or in pursuit of a will-o'-the-wisp to be "integrity".
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occasion.

—It not We to he up to.
it to he at Ms me.
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and in 1998, 351,000. it
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New an all
the New roll be very left to

be up by the You to at it in the of It is
a in the
as well. of are but as a of

the it is a

Mr —Do any the in the or the
are not

—It is a I had for sort I
are the a feel for On the it is

the to be For we
the of roll a the 1920s to the

1930s. It the is in its Ail I
say is you of all, to and see

you out that in that I a Then
you to at the and see if but

to a of If I to a the
be on the or a

the to —and Mr for in
this—and the and we are

we in the late 1940s and on the of
to to So are as well.
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2.166 The submissions from the Party of Australia, the Festival of
and the Council for the National Interest supported these

changes.

2.167 Emeritus Professor Hughes' submission supported the existing seven-
day period on the grounds that: It essentially formalised what had
been the practice before 1983; successive Investigations have

no evidence of widespread fraud warranting an earlier
and that would confuse electors If the did not

follow suit for their elections.139

2.168 The ALP argued against reducing the current close of roils period
that It would: reduce enrolment by the young and socially

disadvantage^ in less rolls for polling day; increase '
queues, confusion and Inconvenience at polling booths; '

voting; and produce in the delivery of
results.140

and

To evaluate the concerns about enrolments the dose of rolls
period, the Committee compared the process by which new voters are

or voters' are prior to an election being called
with the process during the of rolls

In both periods the processes are essentially Identical. Where the
and checking processes disclose no anomalies, are

made to the rolls. Where there are anomalies,™ changes or additions
are not made to the rolls until these are resolved. This at all

including during the close of rolls.

Applicants for enrolment are not added to the roll during
the close of rolls until verification of is complete,

2.169

2.170

2.171

139 Submission (Emeritus Professor Colin Hughes, no, 73), p. 2.
140 Submission (ALP, no. 153), p. 8.

141 Anomalies occur if, for example, the address is not on the Register, the address Is flawed

" r^er h T" rCtiVe' ther°lment *»" * that'address
o.i if neither the street name nor the street number can be ascertained from the enrolment

°CCUr ""3 mafch B made Wi* a e^'recorded r^
DELETED FILE' by reason of being deceased, of unsound mind or not a citizen-

there is a match of some special category elector codes (such as itinerant or Norfolk
Island electors) and the new form does not indicate that they are to apply to the latest
enrohnent; there are multiple matches; the former name details have bee,

and there is no match; or the person is over 18 years and there Is no match
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with. exception,142 If is the roll
the elector is added to the notebook ('additions list') roll and advised
on election day to cast a provisional vote. An elector is added to the
notebook roll if his or her eligibility for enrolment has been confirmed
before election day, but too late to be added to the certified lists of
electors used at polling places. As the electors in question are not on
the certified lists they must east a declaration vote (the notebook roll
is retained by the DRO for the Division and is not copied to polling
places). The AEC advised that for the 2001 election, there were no
instances of electors being added to the notebook roll,

2.172 The Committee's re-examination of the checking processes indicates
that potential difficulties in the dose of the roll process are narrower
than originally thought Where anomalies are thrown up by internal
checking processes which cannot be field checked, enrolment
applications are not added to the roll.

2.173 Moreover, insofar as there are residual doubts with respect to
enrolments at the close of rolls, the Committee believes that are
addressed by its recommendations relating to proof of identity and
address for first time enrolments, re-enrolments, transfers and
provisional voters.

2.174 In the light of these, the existing checking processes for the close of
rolls period, and the prospect of unnecessarily disenfranchising voters
by foreshortening the close of rolls, the Committee recommends that
the existing seven-day period between the issue of the writs and the
rolls closing should be retained.

3

2.175 The the
the of the of be

142 The only is where verification of the of an is
This occurs primarily in rural Divisions. The AEC

a very of of - less than
ten for most Divisions. (AEC, no, 190), p. 5.




